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What are restorative practices?
Restorative practices are a set of practices focused on improving and repairing
relationships among people and communities. Restorative practices seek to build healthy
communities, decrease crime and wrongdoing, repair harm and restore relationships.

What are the foundational principles of restorative practices?
•

All individuals have basic needs (connection, belonging, respect etc.)

•

When people’s needs are not met, they may act in ways that harm others
(violence, crime, fighting, rude behaviour at work, difficulty in relationships)

•

•

When there is violence/harm, additional needs arise for the:
▪

Person who caused harm

▪

Person who was harmed

▪

Community

Meeting these needs helps in repairing harm:
▪

The person who caused harm may need an opportunity to understand
the impact of their actions, express their emotions (remorse etc.), get an
opportunity to undo the harm, and support which helps prevent them
from doing the wrong again

▪

The person who was harmed may need acknowledgment of the wrong
that was done to them, an apology, and perhaps a tangible reparation of
the harm

What are the different types of restorative practices?
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Restorative practices without a crime/wrongdoing
Restorative circle processes can take place without any harm having occurred. These
processes bring a group of people together with a specific intention and seek to strengthen
relationships and improve emotional wellbeing.
Participants sit facing each other in a circle. One person
speaks at a time, and the opportunity to speak moves
sequentially around the circle, using an object called a
talking piece. Each person waits to speak until they
receive the talking piece and without interrupting the
person who is speaking.
These circles can be used for the following purposes:
o

for promoting emotional wellbeing

o

for processing a common challenge (mental illness, grief, the pandemic)

o

to celebrating something (achievements, events)

o

to support an individual (someone dealing with health difficulties, someone

who is grieving, someone who has recently been released from prison);
o

for exchanging ideas on any topics;

o

for resolving conflict (between two people, in a group).

Restorative justice
Some restorative practices can be used in
response to a wrongdoing, i.e., to address a
harm that has already taken place such as a
crime or a fight in an organization or
school. Restorative justice processes bring the
person who caused harm and the person who
was harmed together, along with any
other persons who may be impacted to have
a dialogue on the harm, the needs that arose, and ways for repairing the harm.
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Restorative practices after a harm
While restorative justice processes involve both the person who caused harm and the
person harmed, often after a harm has taken place, a restorative process may be held for
one of the parties (i.e. the person who caused harm or the person who was harmed, but not
both together) along with their supportive family and community members. These
processes may help a victim to heal from the harm, or the person who caused harm to be
held accountable. Examples of these processes are:
•

Support circles for people harmed involving their family

•

Support and accountability circles for the person who caused harm, involving their

family and community members

How do restorative circles tie in with restorative justice?
Restorative justice is a responsive process, which takes place once a harm has been done.
Restorative circle processes can take place without any harm having occurred and for any of
the purposes mentioned above.
While restorative justice is reactive, i.e. it is used in response to wrongdoing, restorative
practices are also proactive and pre-emptive since they seek to strengthen relationships and
prevent conflict before it occurs. The application of restorative practices is, thus, not
confined to the criminal justice system or wrongdoing but can be applied to diverse fields.
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Additional Material
Reading Material
•

Wachtel, T. (2016). Defining restorative [Booklet]. Bethlehem, PA: International

Institute for Restorative Practices.
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